Meet the eleven new startups accelerating innovation in design and the human environment.
An autonomous solution for rapid building envelope diagnosis using aerial robotics and AI.
Tech-enabled subscription service providing holistic home maintenance planning and repairs.

CoHAB
cohabhome@gmail.com

Stephanie Silva
Miguel Davila Uzcategui
Sam Naylor
Sharon Wang
News Detective

A platform combining moderated crowdsourcing, professional factchecking and AI to fight misinformation on social media.

Lan Strauss
news-detective.com
istrauss@mit.edu
Civic Atlas

devine@mit.edu

Clear and trustworthy information for better urban planning outcomes.

singleton boulevard & shadrock drive
Case Number: Z180-39269(T)

An application for a Specific Use Permit for a refuse transfer station on property zoned an IM Industrial Manufacturing District.
Grain Box

monavjay@mit.edu

Optimizing the post-harvest supply chain for smallholder farmers in rural India.
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Mona Vijaykumar
T.R. Radhakrishnan
Making the 3D design process easy and accessible for everyone.
Redesigning the alley for the 21st century homeowner and vehicle.
Providing design, construction and financing services for low-income homeowners who need to complete their housing units in LaTam.
Developing biomaterials to make the world sustainable.
Transforming temporary stays into curated experiences, High quality accommodations, and lifelong connections.

Brella
ashkatz@mit.edu
sherinaz@mit.edu
Digitizing architectural services to reach families who self-build their homes in Latin America.
Special thanks to our supporters.

Founding members

Gensler

Google

Cottonwood

Eyrir

Venture Management

MIT Class of 1960

MIT Design Group Italia

Sustaining members

Autodesk

Liam & Felicia Thornton

SA+P MIT School of Architecture + Planning